CLINICAL DATA
YOUR WAY
GET THE MOST OUT
OF YOUR FSP PARTNERSHIP

Quartesian
Clinical Data Your Way

CLINICAL DATA EXPERTISE
CROs TRUST MOST
Clinical trial sponsors and CROs are always in a race against time,
in a fight for lower costs, and on the search for quality. Meanwhile,
data quality is under greater scrutiny than ever. To meet this
demand — to get projects up and running quickly, accurately,
and successfully — CROs need a strategic FSP partnership.
They need Quartesian.

QUARTESIAN QUICK HITS:
We’ve worked with 100+
pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, and
medical device companies

We support 400+ clinical
trials over 2,000 sites
across 20 countries

We enjoy 100% repeat
business and issue zero
contentious change orders

We have over 35 RAVE
programmers at the ready

Since 2014 Quartesian
has been a Medidata
certified partner

WHAT SETS US APART?
TALENT. EXPERIENCE. SPEED.
We let you do what you do best — run
successful trials and programs — while
we provide the on-demand statistical
programming (including SAS and RAVE) and
data management services you need to reduce
risk, stay on time and stay on budget. Whether
you are a large CRO with more projects than
resources or a mid-sized CRO looking to
augment your service offering, Quartesian will
deliver top-notch, low cost resources so you
can win business and maintain margin.

609.454.3312 | Quartesian.com
Princeton. Bangalore. Kharkov. Chennai. Kiev.

Low cost, offshore data resources
often mean a sacrifice in quality,
increasing risk. Only Quartesian
has found the formula to provide
quality with speed and cost
efficiency.
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THE QUARTESIAN DIFFERENCE
Sponsors and CROs are under increasing pressure to continually
reduce clinical trial process costs while maintaining quality,
timeliness and regulatory requirements. Quartesian is the FSP
partner that delivers high-quality clinical data resources —
including SAS and RAVE programming — at the most
affordable rates.

HERE’S HOW WE DO IT
DATA IS WHAT WE DO
It’s all we do. The caliber of our data specialists and the efficiency of our process
allow us to offer reduced costs and expedited timelines without sacrificing data
quality or accuracy.

RAMP-UP, RAMP-DOWN FLEXIBILITY
With a Quartesian FSP partnership providing resources when you need them,
CROs of every size can benefit from offshore rates without the overhead
of building or maintaining offshore infrastructure.

CLINICAL RESEARCH DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
A deep understanding of study design and protocols supports speed and accuracy
throughout our process. We understand the clinical side of things. With Quartesian,
there’s no learning curve.

CONTINUOUS PIPELINE OF THE BEST TALENT
Our “it” factor is our reputation. It attracts the top talent and gives us the ability
to recruit and retain only the best — from SAS programmers to RAVE specialists —
across the globe.

609.454.3312 | Quartesian.com
Princeton. Bangalore. Kharkov. Chennai. Kiev.
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THE PERFECT PARTNER
When selecting an FSP partner, you want to be sure they know the ins and outs of your
needs, and have access to the talent and technology to meet them. You need a partner that
gives you the power to perfectly manage headcount and mitigate workforce ebbs and flows
in order to meet the cyclical nature of your business. Quartesian does just that with:

»» A talent acquisition strategy that allows us to always have the right number
of the right people ready to work
»» An extensive forms library that allows us to work faster and more affordably —
frequently instituting more efficient process
»» A rigorous on boarding and continuous training program, including dozens
of inhouse RAVE certified trainers, that keeps every resource up to date
»» A knowledge base that allows for quick and easy training in various
technologies and standards
When you need a quick ramp up, a low cost but high quality data management option,
a partner you feel safe with, you need Quartesian.

A LONGSTANDING MEDIDATA PARTNERSHIP
Since beginning its partnership with Medidata in 2014, Quartesian has seen significant
increase in the demand for these skillsets. Our ability to rapidly add additional experienced
Medidata resources fills the requirements of high quality, cost efficient clinical data for many
of our life science customers and CRO partners.

WORK WITH THE BEST. WORK WITH QUARTESIAN.
Learn how CROs of all sizes save time and stay on budget with a Quartesian FSP partnership.
Email info@quartesian.com or call 1.609.454.3312 to learn how our expert team of data scientists
can give you Clinical Data Your Way — exactly when you need it.

609.454.3312 | Quartesian.com
Princeton. Bangalore. Kharkov. Chennai. Kiev.
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